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protect synonyms 42 similar and opposite words merriam May 14 2024 synonyms for protect
defend safeguard shield guard keep secure fend prevent antonyms of protect attack assault assail
beset overrun submit yield cave
protect definition meaning merriam webster Apr 13 2024 the meaning of protect is to cover or shield
from exposure injury damage or destruction guard how to use protect in a sentence synonym
discussion of protect
protect definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 12 2024 protect meaning 1 to keep
someone or something safe from injury damage or loss 2 if a government protects a learn more
protect english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 11 2024 protect definition 1 to keep someone or
something safe from injury damage or loss 2 if a government protects a learn more
examples of protect in a sentence merriam webster Jan 10 2024 definition of protect synonyms
for protect he had no raincoat to protect himself from the rain you have to protect your business
against fraud new laws have been passed to protect your privacy the insurance protects you against
flooding sunscreen helps to protect against sunburn
protect definition meaning dictionary com Dec 09 2023 protect definition to defend or guard from
attack invasion loss annoyance insult etc cover or shield from injury or danger see examples of
protect used in a sentence
protect verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 08 2023 transitive intransitive
protect somebody something against something to provide somebody something with insurance
against fire injury damage etc many policies do not protect you against personal injury
protect definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 07 2023 when you protect something
in a way you re covering it or shielding it from harm often the word is used in the sense of protecting
something like a valued item or a person but you can also protect against something for example you
might get a flu shot to protect against the flu virus
protect definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 06 2023 to protect someone or
something means to prevent them from being harmed or damaged
protect meaning of protect in longman dictionary of Aug 05 2023 protect meaning definition what is
protect to keep someone or something safe from h learn more
protect wordreference com dictionary of english Jul 04 2023 to defend or guard from attack
invasion loss insult etc cover shield object the turtle s shell protects it from harm no object the police
are there to protect business object to guard an industry from foreign competition as by charging
import duties on the products of the competition
56 synonyms antonyms for protect thesaurus com Jun 03 2023 find 56 different ways to say
protect along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
encrypt a pdf with password protection for free adobe acrobat May 02 2023 password protect a pdf
with an easy online tool protect sensitive content with trusted pdf encryption
66 ways to protect your privacy right now consumer reports Apr 01 2023 there s plenty you can do to
protect your privacy and prevent hackers and intrusive companies from capturing your data
consumer reports brings you easy effective solutions
tips for self protection physical and mental psychology today Feb 28 2023 the ability to respond to
danger and protect yourself both physically and mentally from violence and fear is a valuable life skill
especially in these times of uncertainty protest and unrest
how to lock down your microsoft word documents and excel Jan 30 2023 want to protect an
important word document or excel spreadsheet here s how to add a password make documents read
only and tap into other tricks to safeguard sensitive files
how to trademark a phrase legalzoom Dec 29 2022 to prevent other companies from using your
phrase you need to know how to trademark a phrase find out what kind of trademark protection is
available for phrases including catchphrases slogans taglines and mottos
senate republicans block bill to protect contraception access Nov 27 2022 washington ap
senate republicans have blocked legislation designed to protect women s access to contraception
arguing that the bill was just a political stunt as democrats mount an election year effort to put gop



senators on the record on reproductive rights issues the test vote won a 51 39 majority but that was
well short of the 60
protect a tow towed vehicle protection Oct 27 2022 protect a tow is a unique towing protection device
that will protect your towed vehicle and motorhome from stones mud and other flying debris protect a
tow will also protect your tow bar back up camera wiring harness and safety cables
a push to protect ivf failed in the senate here s why Sep 25 2022 0 49 washington the senate on
thursday rejected a push to protect access to in vitro fertilization a vote that was expected to fail in
the face of nearly unanimous opposition from the
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